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THE QUADRATIC WASSERSTEIN METRIC FOR EARTHQUAKE
LOCATION
JING CHEN, YIFAN CHEN, HAO WU∗, AND DINGHUI YANG
Abstract. In [Engquist et al., Commun. Math. Sci., 14(2016)], the Wasserstein metric
was successfully introduced to the full waveform inversion. We apply this method to the
earthquake location problem. For this problem, the seismic stations are far from each
other. Thus, the trace by trace comparison [Yang et al., arXiv(2016)] is a natural way
to compare the earthquake signals.
Under this framework, we have derived a concise analytic expression of the Fre`chet
gradient of the Wasserstein metric, which leads to a simple and efficient implementation
for the adjoint method. We square and normalize the earthquake signals for comparison
so that the convexity of the misfit function with respect to earthquake hypocenter and
origin time can be observed numerically. To reduce the impact of noise, which can
not offset each other after squaring the signals, a new control parameter is introduced.
Finally, the LMF (Levenberg-Marquardt-Fletcher) method is applied to solve the resulted
optimization problem. According to the numerical experiments, only a few iterations are
required to converge to the real earthquake hypocenter and origin time. Even for data
with noise, we can obtain reasonable and convergent numerical results.
Keywords: Optimal transport, Wasserstein metic, Inverse theory, Waveform inversion,
Earthquake location
1. Introduction
The Wasserstein metric is an important concept in the optimal transport theory [33, 39,
40]. It measures the difference between two probability distributions as the optimal cost
of rearranging one distribution into the other. This kind of problem was first proposed
by French engineer Gaspard Monge [29]. He wanted to find a way to move a pile of sand
to a designated location at a minimum cost. As the metric provides a global comparison
tool, it is very suitable to model and solve problems from computer vision [32], machine
learning [2], etc.
From the mathematical point of view, there are many advantages of the Wasserstein
metric [1, 7, 8, 39], especially for the quadratic Wasserstein metric (W2), e.g. the convexity
with respect to shift, dilation and partial amplitude change, the insensitivity with respect
to noise. In [7], Engquist and Froese first used this metric to measure the misfit between
seismic signals. The idea was then developed to invert the velocity structure [8]. Due to
the convexity property of the Wasserstein metric, the full waveform inversion converges to
the correct solution, even from poor initial values. In [47], the method was further applied
to more realistic examples. Motivated by this idea, Me´tivier and collaborators proposed
the KR norm based full waveform inversion [27, 28]. They also show the superiority of
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their method through some realistic examples. Different from Engquist’s method, the KR
norm is related to the Wasserstein metric with linear cost function.
In this study, we would like to apply the quadratic Wasserstein metric to the earthquake
location problem. The earthquake location is a fundamental problem in seismology [11, 24,
36]. In quantitative seismology, there are many applications [20, 30, 34, 35]. Traditionally,
the ray theory based earthquake location methods have been widely used [11, 12, 13, 41].
But this method is of low accuracy when the seismic wave length is not small enough
compared to the scale of wave propagation region [9, 15, 31, 45]. Therefore, the waveform
based earthquake location methods [17, 23, 37, 43, 44] are developed to determine the
earthquakes’ parameters accurately. However, it is well known that the waveform inversion
with `2 norm is suffering from the cycle-skipping problem. It requires accurate initial data
for inversion. For the earthquake location problem, the situation is even worse, since the
seismic focus is modeled by the highly singular delta function δ(x−ξ) [3, 24]. Fortunately,
the Wasserstein metric has been shown to be effective in overcoming the famous cycle-
skipping problem [8, 27, 28, 47]. This is the motivation for us to work on this topic.
For the earthquake location problems, the receivers are located far apart from each
other. This is different from the situation that the receivers are close to each other in the
problems of exploration seismology. Thus, we would like to follow the idea of trace by
trace comparison with W2 metric [47]. In this paper, we apply this metric to invert the
seismic focus parameters. A concise analytic expression of the Fre`chet gradient is derived
to simplify the numerical computation. We use the LMF method [10, 21, 25, 26] to solve
the optimization problem since it has a least square structure. The numerical experiments
show that the computational efficiency is greatly improved. We also want to point out
that the method developed in this paper may be effective for geological scale problems.
This paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the formulation and basic properties
of the W2 metric in Section 2, we apply it to the earthquake location problem in Section
3. Since we are considering the trace by trace comparison of the W2 metric, it is very
easy to derive the Fre´chet gradient and the sensitivity kernel. The efficient LMF method
is introduced to solve the optimization problem. In Section 4, the numerical experiments
are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the method. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. The quadratic Wasserstein metric
Let f˜ and g˜ be two probability density functions on R, then the mathematical definition
of the quadratic Wasserstein metric between f˜ and g˜ is formulated as follows [7, 8]:
(2.1) W 22 (f˜ , g˜) = inf
T∈M
∫
R
|t− T (t)|2 f˜(t)dt,
in which M is the set of all the rearrange maps from f˜ to g˜. According to the “Op-
timal transportation theorem for a quadratic cost on R” (see P74 in [39]), the optimal
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transportation cost and the optimal map are
(2.2) W 22 (f˜ , g˜) =
∫ 1
0
∣∣F−1(t)−G−1(t)∣∣2 dt, T (t) = G−1(F (t)),
where F (t) and G(t) are the corresponding cumulative distribution functions of f˜(t) and
g˜(t):
F (t) =
∫ t
−∞
f˜(τ)dτ, G(t) =
∫ t
−∞
g˜(τ)dτ.
It is easy to verify that
(2.3) f˜(t) = g˜(T (t))T ′(t).
In this study, we prefer to use the 1D quadratic Wasserstein metric. This is based on the
fact that the receivers are far from each other in geological scale problems. Moreover, the
solution of the 1D quadratic Wasserstein metric can be easily obtained by (2.2).
In seismology, there are difficulties in applying the Wasserstein metric. Firstly, the seis-
mic signal f(t) and g(t) are not positive. For example, in many situations the seismogram
at source has the form of Ricker wavelet
R(t) = A(1− 2pi2f 20 t2)e−pi
2f20 t
2
.
Here f0 is the dominant frequency and A is the normalization factor. This Ricket wavelet
is not always positive over the entire time axis. Secondly, the comparison between f˜ and
g˜ under the Wasserstein metric requires the mass conservation, i.e.∫
R
f˜(t)dt =
∫
R
g˜(t)dt.
The above mentioned difficulties can be easily solved by considering the following refor-
mulated distance
(2.4) d(f, g) = W 22
(
f 2
〈f 2〉 ,
g2
〈g2〉
)
,
in which, the operator 〈·〉 denote the integral over the real axis
〈f〉 =
∫
R
f(t)dt.
Remark 1. In Section 3.1 of manuscript [47], the authors prefer to add a constant c to
ensure the positivity. However, in our numerical tests, the square strategy seems to be
more suitable for the earthquake location problems.
Remark 2. In [8], the convexity of the quadratic Wasserstein metric with respect to shift,
stretching and partial amplitude loss has been proved. Thus, we will not repeat here.
The aforementioned discussion is concerning the theoretical model. For practical prob-
lems in seismology, the signals f(t) and g(t) can be considered to have compact support
[0, tf ] for tf large enough. Thus, the operator 〈·〉 is redefined as
〈f(t)〉 =
∫ tf
0
f(t)dt.
In the later part of the paper, we will default to this notation unless otherwise specified.
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2.1. The Fre´chet gradient. We have defined the distance d(f, g) based on Wasserstein
metric. To solve the resulted optimization problem, it is necessary to derive the Fre´chet
gradient ∇fd. Define
S(f) = f
2
〈f 2〉 , W(F ,G) = W
2
2 (F ,G),
then we have
d(f, g) =W(S(f),S(g)),
and
(2.5) ∇fd = ∇FW · ∇fS.
Before derivation, we have to emphasize that all the high order terms are ignored with-
out any explanation. We first derive the gradient ∇FW . Let δF be a small perturbation1
of F , according to (2.1)-(2.2)
W + δW =
∫ tf
0
|t− (T + δT )|2 (F + δF)dt.
This leads to
(2.6) δW =
∫ tf
0
|t− T |2 δFdt− 2
∫ tf
0
(t− T )FδTdt.
Since the Wasserstein metric measures the difference between two probability density
functions, we can naturally assume that
(2.7)
∫ tf
0
δF(t)dt = 0,
Using the equation (2.3), we get
F + δF = (G(T ) + G ′(T )δT ) (T ′ + (δT )′),
which yields
δF = G(T )(δT )′ + G ′(T )T ′δT = (G(T )δT )′.
Integrating the above equation over [0, t] ⊂ [0, tf ], leads to
(2.8) G(T (t))δT (t) =
∫ t
0
δF(τ)dτ + G(T (0))δT (0) =
∫ t
0
δF(τ)dτ,
where the second equality holds since T (0) = 0 and
G(T (0)) = G(0) = S(g(0)) = 0.
Using (2.8) in (2.6), we have, in light of (2.3)
(2.9) δW =
∫ tf
0
|t− T (t)|2 δFdt− 2
∫ tf
0
(t− T (t))T ′(t)
∫ t
0
δF(τ)dτdt
=
∫ tf
0
|t− T (t)|2 δFdt− 2
∫ tf
0
(∫ tf
t
(τ − T (τ))T ′(τ)dτ
)
δF(t)dt =
∫ tf
0
ϕ(t)δF(t)dt.
1In order to avoid repeating the explanation, we use δf to denote the small perturbation of arbitrary
function f in the later part of the paper.
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where
ϕ(t) = |t− T (t)|2 − 2
∫ tf
t
(τ − T (τ))T ′(τ)dτ + C,
here C ∈ R is a constant. Differentiating both sides of the above equation with respect
to t gives
ϕ′(t) = 2(t− T (t)).
Thus, the simplest form of the function ϕ(t) can be written as
(2.10) ϕ(t) = 2
∫ t
0
(τ − T (τ))dτ.
Remark 3. We can also get this expression by the optimal transport theory and the duality
theory of linear programming. For interested readers, we refer to P14 Theorem 1.17 in
[33] for the details.
Next, we would like to derive ∇fS. For small perturbation δf of f , we have
S + δS = (f + δf)
2
〈(f + δf)2〉 =
f 2 + 2fδf
〈f 2 + 2fδf〉 =
(
f 2 + 2fδf
)( 1
〈f 2〉 −
2〈fδf〉
〈f 2〉〈f 2 + 2fδf〉
)
.
It follows that
(2.11) δS = 2fδf〈f 2〉 −
2f 2〈fδf〉
〈f 2〉2 .
In summary, the Fre´chet gradient can be obtained by combining (2.5) and (2.9)-(2.11)
(2.12) δd =
∫ tf
0
(
2
∫ t
0
(τ − T (τ))dτ
)(
2fδf
〈f 2〉 −
2f 2〈fδf〉
〈f 2〉2
)
dt
=
∫ tf
0
4 (A(t)−B) f(t)δf(t)dt,
where
A(t) =
∫ t
0
(τ − T (τ))dτ∫ tf
0
f 2(t)dt
, B =
∫ tf
0
(∫ t
0
(τ − T (τ))dτ
)
f 2(t)dt(∫ tf
0
f 2(t)dt
)2 .
2.2. Reduce the impact of noise. We now turn to discuss the impact of noise on the
reformulated distance d(f, g). In (2.4), we take the square of the signals f, g to ensure
the positivity, which implies that Theorem 3.1 in [8] is not directly applicable here. In
the following, we consider a more general situation.
Theorem 1. Let g˜(t) : [0, 1]→ (0,M1] and
f˜N(t) = g˜(t) + r˜N(t),
r˜N(t) =

r˜1, t ∈ [0, 1N ],
r˜2, t ∈ ( 1N , 2N ],
· · ·
r˜N , t ∈ (N−1N , 1],
in which r˜j are i.i.d. random variables with zero expectation and bounded variance
Er˜j = 0, Dr˜j < +∞, j = 1, 2, · · · , N.
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We further assume that f˜N(t) : [0, 1]→ (0,M2], then EW 22 (f˜N/〈f˜N〉, g˜/〈g˜〉) = O(1/N).
The proofs are almost identical to Theorem 3.1 in [8]. Thus, they will not be reproduced
here.
For practical problems, consider the signal fN(t), g(t) defined on [0, tf ] and
(2.13) fN(t) = g(t) + rN(t).
Here
(2.14) rN(t) =

r1, t ∈ [0, tfN ],
r2, t ∈ ( tfN ,
2tf
N
],
· · ·
rN , t ∈ ( (N−1)tfN , tf ],
in which rj are i.i.d. random variables with bounded expectation and variance
(2.15) Erj = µ, Drj = σ2, j = 1, 2, · · · , N.
Taking account of noise, we redefine the distance function in (2.4) as follows
(2.16) dλ(t)(fN , g) = W
2
2
(
f 2N
〈f 2N〉
,
g2 + λ
〈g2 + λ〉
)
.
Here λ = λ(t) is a given function of t satisfying
λ(t) + g2(t) > 0, t ∈ [0, tf ].
Let λ(t) = 2µg(t) + µ2 + σ2, then we have
dλ(fN , g) = W
2
2
(
f 2N
〈f 2N〉
,
g2 + λ
〈g2 + λ〉
)
= W 22
(
g2 + 2grN + r
2
N
〈g2 + 2grN + r2N〉
,
g2 + λ
〈g2 + λ〉
)
= W 22
(
(g2 + λ) + (2grN + r
2
N − λ)
〈(g2 + λ) + (2grN + r2N − λ)〉
,
g2 + λ
〈g2 + λ〉
)
.
Applying Theorem 1, we obtain
Edλ(fN , g) = O(
1
N
).
Remark 4. In many practical problems, Erj = µ = 0. In such a case, λ = σ2 is a
constant independent of the variable t.
Example 2.1. In this example, we investigate the influence caused by the uniform dis-
tribution rj ∼ U [−0.1, 0.1], j = 1, 2, · · · , N . It follows that
Erj = 0, Drj =
1
300
.
Let g(t) be the Ricket wavelet R(t− 2.5) with A = 1 and f0 = 2Hz. The signal fN(t) and
the noise function rN(t) are given in (2.13)-(2.14). The time interval is [0, 5]. According
to the above discussion, λ∗ = 1300 . In Table 1, we output the expectation values of the
distance Edλ(fN , g) with respect to the parameter λ and the number of time divisions
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Table 1. Example 2.1: the expectation values of the distance Edλ(fN , g)
with respect to λ and N . The last line is the expectation values of the L2
distance between fN(t) and g(t).
λ
N
50 100 200 400 800
0.8λ∗ 1.02× 10−2 8.43× 10−3 6.36× 10−3 5.56× 10−3 5.09× 10−3
0.9λ∗ 8.65× 10−3 4.80× 10−3 2.79× 10−3 2.14× 10−3 1.64× 10−3
λ∗ 7.42× 10−3 4.10× 10−3 2.09× 10−3 9.90× 10−4 5.34× 10−4
1.1λ∗ 6.89× 10−3 4.78× 10−3 3.03× 10−3 1.99× 10−3 1.63× 10−3
1.2λ∗ 1.03× 10−2 7.01× 10−3 5.31× 10−3 4.79× 10−3 4.04× 10−3
E ‖fN(t)− g(t)‖2 1.70× 10−2 1.66× 10−2 1.66× 10−2 1.67× 10−2 1.67× 10−2
N . For each configuration, we repeat 100 trials to compute the expectation values. For
reference, we also output the expectation values of the L2 distance between fN(t) and g(t),
‖fN(t)− g(t)‖2 =
(∫ 5
0
|fN(t)− g(t)|2 dt
)1/2
.
From the table, we can see that Edλ(fN , g) ≈ O( 1N ) when λ = λ∗. This agrees with our
theoretical discussion. Moreover, Edλ(fN , g) decreases as N increases when λ is close to
λ∗. On the other hand, the expectation values of the L2 distance remains unchanged.
Example 2.2. In this example, we investigate the influence caused by the normal distri-
bution rj ∼ N [0, 0.12], j = 1, 2, · · · , N . It follows that
Erj = 0, Drj = 0.01.
Let g(t) be the Ricket wavelet R(t− 2.5) with A = 1 and f0 = 2Hz. The signal fN(t) and
the noise function rN(t) are given in (2.13)-(2.14). The time interval is [0, 5]. According
to the above discussion, λ∗ = 1100 . In Table 2, we output the expectation values of the
distance Edλ(fN , g) with respect to the parameter λ and the number of time divisions
N . For each configuration, we repeat 100 trials to compute the expectation values. For
reference, we also output the expectation values of the L2 distance between fN(t) and g(t).
From the table, we can draw the same conclusion as in Example 2.1.
The aforementioned discussions and experiments point out that the parameter λ should
be specified to reduce the impact of noise. This requires us to estimate the mean and
variance of the noise, which will cost some extra efforts. Fortunately, there are many
statistical methods to estimate these values, e.g. Independent Component Analysis [14].
Moreover, the results of the numerical experiments show that the estimation does not
need to be particularly accurate.
3. The application to earthquake location
Up to now, we have proposed the reformulated distance (2.4) to measure two earthquake
signals and studied its properties. Next, we would like to apply this distance to determine
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Table 2. Example 2.2: the expectation values of the distance Edλ(fN , g)
with respect to λ and N . The last line is the expectation values of the L2
distance between fN(t) and g(t).
λ
N
50 100 200 400 800
0.8λ∗ 4.77× 10−2 2.73× 10−2 1.69× 10−2 1.53× 10−2 1.06× 10−2
0.9λ∗ 4.45× 10−2 2.30× 10−2 1.40× 10−2 7.28× 10−3 4.97× 10−3
λ∗ 3.74× 10−2 2.01× 10−2 1.26× 10−2 6.30× 10−3 3.00× 10−3
1.1λ∗ 3.42× 10−2 2.40× 10−2 1.33× 10−2 8.54× 10−3 4.28× 10−3
1.2λ∗ 3.86× 10−2 2.52× 10−2 1.56× 10−2 9.73× 10−3 9.11× 10−3
E ‖fN(t)− g(t)‖2 4.89× 10−2 4.99× 10−2 5.07× 10−2 5.04× 10−2 4.99× 10−2
the real earthquake hypocenter ξT and the origin time τT . Its mathematical formulation
is written as follows
(3.1) (ξT , τT ) = argmin
ξ,τ
∑
r
χr(ξ, τ),
where the misfit function at the r−th receiver χr(ξ, τ) is defined by
(3.2) χr(ξ, τ) = d(dr(t), s(ηr, t)).
The real earthquake signal dr(t) and the synthetic earthquake signal s(x, t) can be con-
sidered as the solution
(3.3) dr(t) = u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ), s(x, t) = u(x, t; ξ, τ),
of the acoustic wave equation initial-boundary value problem
∂2u(x, t; ξ, τ)
∂t2
= ∇ · (c2(x)∇u(x, t; ξ, τ))+R(t− τ)δ(x− ξ), x, ξ ∈ Ω,(3.4)
u(x, 0; ξ, τ) = ∂tu(x, 0; ξ, τ) = 0, x ∈ Ω,(3.5)
n · (c2(x)∇u(x, t; ξ, τ)) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.(3.6)
In the above equations, c(x) denotes the wave speed and ηr is the location of the r−th
receiver. The computational domain Ω is a subset of the d−dimensional real Euclidean
space Rd and n is the outward unit normal vector to the domain Ω. In this study, the
seismic rupture is modeled by the point source δ(x − ξ) since its scale is much smaller
compared to the scale of seismic wave propagated [3, 24]. We also remark that the
reflection boundary condition (3.6) is used to simplify the model. There is no essential
difficulty to consider other boundary conditions, e.g. the perfectly matched later absorbing
boundary condition [18].
Remark 5. In practice, the real signal is superimposed with noise
dr(t) = u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ) + rN(t).
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Thus, we prefer to use the distance given in (2.16) to define the misfit function
(3.7) χr(ξ, τ) = dλ(dr(t), s(ηr, t)).
3.1. The adjoint method. The perturbation of earthquake hypocenter δξ  1 and
origin time δτ  1 would generate the perturbation of wave function
(3.8) δs(x, t) = u(x, t; ξ + δξ, τ + δτ)− u(x, t; ξ, τ).
According to (3.4)-(3.6), δs(x, t) satisfies the acoustic wave equation
∂2δs(x, t)
∂t2
= ∇ · (c2(x)∇δs(x, t))(3.9)
+R(t− (τ + δτ))δ(x− (ξ + δξ))−R(t− τ)δ(x− ξ), x, ξ ∈ Ω,
δs(x, 0) = ∂tδs(x, 0) = 0, x ∈ Ω,(3.10)
n · (c2(x)∇δs(x, 0)) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.(3.11)
Multiply an arbitrary test funciton wr(x, t) on equation (3.9), integrate it on Ω × [0, tf ]
and use integration by parts, we obtain
(3.12)
∫ tf
0
∫
Ω
∂2wr
∂t2
δsdxdt−
∫
Ω
∂wr
∂t
δs
∣∣∣∣
t=tf
dx+
∫
Ω
wr
∂δs
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=tf
dx
=
∫ tf
0
∫
Ω
δs∇·(c2∇wr)dxdt−
∫ tf
0
∫
∂Ω
n·(c2∇wr)δsdζdt+
∫ tf
0
R(t−(τ+δτ))wr(ξ+δξ, t)−R(t−τ)wr(ξ, t)dt
≈
∫ tf
0
∫
Ω
δs∇·(c2∇wr)dxdt−
∫ tf
0
∫
∂Ω
n·(c2∇wr)δsdζdt+
∫ tf
0
R(t−τ)∇wr(ξ, t)·δξ−R′(t−τ)wr(ξ, t)δτdt.
In the last step, the Taylor expansion is used and higher order terms are ignored.
On the other hand, the misfit function (3.2) also generates the perturbation with respect
to δs(x, t), assume that ‖δs(x, t)‖  1, taking into account of (2.12), we have
(3.13) δχr = χr(ξ + δξ, τ + δτ)− χr(ξ, τ)
≈
∫ tf
0
4 (A(t)−B) s(ηr, t)δs(ηr, t)dt
=
∫ tf
0
∫
Ω
4 (A(t)−B) s(ηr, t)δs(x, t)δ(x− ηr)dxdt.
where “≈” is obtained by ignoring high order terms of δs(x, t).
Let wr(x, t) satisfies the adjoint equation
∂2wr(x, t)
∂t2
= ∇ · (c2(x)∇wr(x, t))+ 4 (A(t)−B) s(ηr, t)δ(x− ηr), x, ξ ∈ Ω,(3.14)
wr(x, tf ) =
∂wr(x, tf )
∂t
= 0, x ∈ Ω,(3.15)
n · (c2(x)∇wr(x, t)) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.(3.16)
Thus, the relation between δχr and δξ, δτ can be obtained by adding (3.12) to (3.13)
(3.17) δχr = K
ξ
r · δξ +Kτr δτ,
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in which the sensitivity kernel for the hypocenter ξ and the origin time τ is
Kξr =
∫ tf
0
R(t− τ)∇wr(ξ, t)dt,(3.18)
Kτr = −
∫ tf
0
R′(t− τ)wr(ξ, t)dt.(3.19)
3.2. The LMF method. According to (2.2), (2.4) and (3.1)-(3.11), the mathematical
formulation of the earthquake location is a least square optimization problem. Therefore,
we can consider some special methods to improve the convergence. Throungh a large
number of numerical tests, we found that the LMF method [10, 21, 25, 26] works very
well. In the following, we briefly review the basic idea of the algorithm.
In order to be consistent with the literatures of optimization theory, all the symbols
and notations in this subsection is independent from the other part of the paper. The
general form of the least-square problem can be written as
(3.20) min f(x) =
1
2
m∑
i=1
r2i (x), x ∈ Rn, m ≥ n,
where the residual function
~r(x) = (r1(x), r2(x), · · · , rm(x))T ∈ Rm.
The gradient of f is
(3.21) ∇f(x) =
m∑
i=1
ri(x)∇ri(x) = J(x)T~r(x),
in which J(x) is the Jacobi matrix of ~r(x)
J(x) = (∇r1,∇r2, · · · ,∇rm)T ∈ Rm×n.
The key ingredient of LMF method is
(3.22)
(
JTk Jk + νkI
)
dk = −JTk ~rk, xk+1 = xk + dk,
here I is the identity matrix and νk ≥ 0 is a parameter in each iteration step. It is
introduced to improve the convergence and efficiency. To adjust this parameter, we define
(3.23) γk =
f(xk)− f(xk + dk)
qk(0)− qk(dk) ,
with
(3.24) qk(d) =
1
2
(Jkd+ ~rk)
T (Jkd+ ~rk) .
Now the detailed implementation of the LMF method is summarized below.
Algorithm 1 (The LMF method ).
1. Set tolerance value ε = 0.01, the break-off step K = 20 and µ = 2. Let k = 0
and give the initial value x0. Thus, we have the initial adjustable parameter ν0 =
10−6 ×max ∣∣diag(JT0 J0)∣∣.
2. For xk and νk, solve the equation (3.22) to obtain dk. And we can calculate γk using
equation (3.23).
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3. If γk > 0, let xk+1 = xk+dk, νk+1 = νk×max{13 , 1− (2γk−1)3}, µ = 2 and k = k+1.
If ‖f(xk)‖ < ε, output xk and stop.
4. If γk < 0, let νk = µνk, µ = 2µ.
5. If k > K, output the error message:“The iteration doesn’t converges.” and stop. Oth-
erwise go to step 2 for another iteration.
In the above algorithm, we require that the objective function always decrease. Other-
wise, we will decrease the radius of the trust region. For the noise-free situation, the idea
works well since the objective function has nice convexity in a large area. However, due
to the influence of data noise, the optimization objective function will appear some local
minimum. Therefore, it may be not suitable to require the objective function decrease
during the whole iteration. Thus, we modify the LMF method as follows.
Algorithm 2 (The modified LMF method for noise data).
1. Set tolerance value ε = 0.01, the break-off step K = 20 and µ = 2. Let k = 0 and give
the initial value x0. Thus, we have the adjustable parameter ν0 = 10
−3 and its upper
limit η = 10−3.
2. For xk and νk, solve the equation (3.22) to obtain dk. And we can calculate γk using
equation (3.23).
3. If γk > 0 or νk ≥ η, let xk+1 = xk+dk, νk+1 = min{η, νk×max{13 , 1−(2γk−1)3}}, µ =
2 and k = k + 1. If ‖f(xk)‖ < ε, output xk and stop.
4. If γk < 0 and νk < η, let νk = min{η, µνk}, µ = 2µ.
5. If k > K, output the error message:“The iteration doesn’t converges.” and stop. Oth-
erwise go to step 2 for another iteration.
Remark 6. The criteria ‖f(xk)‖ < ε in the above algorithm may not be reached because
of the data noise. For this problem, we have two options. One is to change ε, but this
could be a little tricky to choose an appropriate parameter ε. The other is to wait until the
iteration ends. Then, we can choose the numerical solutions corresponding to the smallest
value of the objective function
k∗ = argmin
k
‖f(xk)‖ .
4. Numerical Experiments
In this section, two examples are presented to demonstrate the validity of the optimal
transport model. We first study the convexity of the optimization objective function
with respect to the initial earthquake hypocenter. The convergency and the efficiency of
Algorithm 1 will be discussed for the situation when the seismic signals are noise-free. For
the situation of data noise, the convergency of Algorithm 2 are numerically investigated.
To solve the acoustic wave equation (3.4), we simply use the finite difference schemes
[6, 22, 47]. Inside the earth, the perfectly matched layer boundary condition [18] is applied
to absorb the outgoing waves. On the other hand, the reflection boundary condition (3.6)
is used to model the free surface of the earth. To discretize the delta function for the
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Figure 1. Illustration of two-layer model. The read triangles indicate the receivers.
point source δ(x− ξ), we borrow the idea from [42]. It writes
δ(x) =

1
h
(
1− 5
4
∣∣x
h
∣∣2 − 35
12
∣∣x
h
∣∣3 + 21
4
∣∣x
h
∣∣4 − 25
12
∣∣x
h
∣∣5) , |x| ≤ h,
1
h
(
−4 + 75
4
∣∣x
h
∣∣− 245
8
∣∣x
h
∣∣2 + 545
24
∣∣x
h
∣∣3 − 63
8
∣∣x
h
∣∣4 + 25
24
∣∣x
h
∣∣5) , h < |x| ≤ 2h,
1
h
(
18− 153
4
∣∣x
h
∣∣+ 255
8
∣∣x
h
∣∣2 − 313
24
∣∣x
h
∣∣3 + 21
8
∣∣x
h
∣∣4 − 5
24
∣∣x
h
∣∣5) , 2h < |x| ≤ 3h,
0, |x| > 3h.
Here h is a numerical parameter which is related to the mesh size.
4.1. The two-layer model. Consider the two-layer model in the bounded domain Ω =
[0, 100 km]× [0, 50 km], the wave speed is
c(x, z) =
{
5.2 + 0.05z + 0.2 sin pix
25
, 0 km ≤ z ≤ 20 km,
6.8 + 0.2 sin pix
25
, z > 20 km.
The unit is ‘km/s’. The computational time interval I = [0, 35 s]. The dominant frequency
of the earthquakes is f0 = 2Hz. There are 20 equidistant receivers on the surface
ηr = (xr, zr) = (5r − 2.5 km, 0), r = 1, 2, · · · , 20,
see Figure 1 for illustration.
First, we output the cross-section of the optimization objective function
Ψ(ξ) =
∑
r
χr(ξ, τT ),
in which χr(ξ, τ) is defined in (3.2). Here, the distance between the real signal dr(t)
and the synthetic signal s(ηr, t) is measured by the quadratic Wasserstein metric of the
normalized square signals (QWN2)
W 22
(
d2r(t)
〈d2r(t)〉
,
s2(ηr, t)
〈s2(ηr, t)〉
)
.
As a comparison, we also output the corresponding objective function under other types
of distance as follows:
• The relative L2 distance (RLD):∫ tf
0
|dr(t)− s(ηr, t)|2 dt∫ tf
0
|dr(t)|2 dt
;
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Figure 2. The two-layer model, the cross-section of the optimization ob-
jective function with respect to different measures, case (i). The red pen-
tagram denotes the real earthquake hypocenter.
• The quadratic Wasserstein metric of the normalized shift signals (QWNc) [47]:
W 22
(
dr(t) + c
〈dr(t) + c〉 ,
s(ηr, t) + c
〈s(ηr, t) + c〉
)
,
here c is a constant to ensure the positive;
• The Kantorovich-Rubinstein norm of the original signals (KRN) [16, 27]:
W1(dr(t), s(ηr, t)) = max
ϕ∈BLip1
∫ tf
0
ϕ(t) (dr(t)− s(ηr, t)) dt,
in which BLip1 is the space of bounded 1-Lipschitz functions, such that
(i) ∀(t1, t2) ∈ [0, tf ], |ϕ(t1)− ϕ(t2)| ≤ |t1 − t2| , (ii) ∀t ∈ [0, tf ], |ϕ(t)| ≤ 1.
Here we consider two different earthquake hypocenter, one is below the Moho discontinuity
(Figure 2) and another is above the Moho discontinuity (Figure 3):
(i) ξT = (57.604 km, 26.726 km), τT = 10.184 s.
(ii) ξT = (46.234 km, 7.124 km), τT = 10.782 s;
From these figures, we can observe nice convexity property of the optimization objective
function Ψ(ξ) with respect to earthquake hypocenter ξ = (ζx, ζz) by QWN2. For other
distances, it seems the convexity property is not good enough.
Next, we test the LMF method (Algorithm 1) using 200 experiments. The real and
initial earthquake hypocenter ξiT , ξ
i are both uniformly distributed over [20 km, 80 km]×
[3, 40 km], the real and initial original time τ iT , τ
i are both uniformly distributed over
[7.5 s, 12.5 s]. Their spatial distribution and the histogram of the distance between the
real and the initial hypocenter
di =
∥∥ξiT − ξi∥∥2 ,
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Figure 3. The two-layer model, the cross-section of the optimization ob-
jective function with respect to different measures, case (ii). The red pen-
tagram denotes the real earthquake hypocenter.
Figure 4. The two-layer model. Left: the spatial distribution of the real
earthquake hypocenter ξiT ; Middle: the spatial distribution of the initial
earthquake hypocenter ξi; Right: the distance distribution histogram be-
tween the real and the initial earthquake hypocenter di.
are presented in Figure 4. For all the methods, we randomly select seven receivers for
inversion, e.g. r = 4, 5, 7, 9, 12, 14, 18. In Table 3, we can see the convergence results for
the LMF method, the Gauss-Newton (GN) method and the BFGS method. From which,
we can see the LMF method correctly converges in all the tests. But there are 53 divergent
results by the GN method and 10 error convergence results by the BFGS method. For the
convergent cases, we output the mean and standard deviation of iterations for the three
methods in Table 4. It is obvious to see that the LMF method converges faster than the
BFGS method. Considering all the above factors, we can conclude that the LMF method
is a better choice here.
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Table 3. The two-layer model. Convergent results for the LMF method,
the GN method and the BFGS method.
Correct convergence Divergence Error convergence Total
LMF 200 0 0 200
GN 147 53 0 200
BFGS 190 0 10 200
Table 4. The two-layer model. Mean and Standard Deviation of iterations
for the LMF method, the GN method and the BFGS method.
Mean of iterations Standard Deviation of iterations
LMF 5.93 1.90
GN 5.59 1.71
BFGS 10.80 2.84
Then, we output the convergent history of the LMF method (Algorithm 1) by two
special examples. Their parameters are selected as follows:
(i) ξT = (57.604 km, 26.726 km), τT = 10.184 s, ξ = (32.653 km, 12.214 km), τ = 12.108 s;
(ii) ξT = (46.234 km, 13.124 km), τT = 10.782 s, ξ = (59.572 km, 29.013 km), τ = 9.908 s;
In Figure 5, we can see the convergent trajectories, the absolute errors of the earthquake
hypocenter and the Wasserstein distance. These figures show that the method converges
to the real earthquake hypocenter very quickly.
At last, we test the effectiveness of the new method for the data noise. The same
parameters (i) and (ii) are selected here. The real earthquake signal can be regarded as
dr(t) = u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ) +Nr(t).
Here Nr(t) is subject to the normal distribution with mean µ = 0 and the standard
deviation
σ = R×max
t
|u(ηr, t; ξT , τT )| .
The ratio R will be selected as 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% respectively in the later tests.
These signals are illustrated in Fig 6. Obviously, a time window that contains the main
part of u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ) can be chosen to reduce the impact of noise. As discussed above,
we use the formulation (3.7) in Remark 5 and the modified LMF method (Algorithm 2) to
deal with the noise. The convergent history are output in Figure 7-8. From these figures,
we can see the location errors and the misfit functions oscillate during the iteration. And
the iteration step k∗ which corresponds to the smallest value of the misfit function does
not corresponding to the smallest location error. These are the unavoidable effects of
noise. In Table 5-6, we output k∗, the corresponding misfit value and the corresponding
location error. We can see the location results are still good enough. In addition, we
notice that the locations error may be reduced as the noise ratio R increase. This is also
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Figure 5. Convergence history of the two-layer model. Up for case (i),
and Down for case (ii). Left: the convergent trajectories; Mid: the ab-
solute errors between the real and computed earthquake hypocenter with
respect to iteration steps; Right: the Wasserstein distance between the real
and synthetic earthquake signals with respect to iteration steps. The ma-
genta square is the initial hypocenter, the magenta diamond denotes the
hypocenter in the iterative process, and the black pentagram is the real
hypocenter.
Figure 6. Illustration of signal with noise in the two-layer model. The
signal with noise dr(t) (blue line) and the noise free signal u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ) for
receiver r = 7. The horizontal axis is the time t. Up: parameters (i); Down:
parameters (ii); From left to right, the ratio R = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%
respectively.
caused by the randomness of the noise. Nevertheless, the above results can show a strong
adaptability to noise of the new model and method.
4.2. The subduction plate model. Let’s consider a typical seismogenic zone [37, 38].
It consists of the crust, the mantle and the undulating Moho discontinuity. And there
is a subduction zone with a thin low velocity layer atop a fast velocity layer in the
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Figure 7. Convergence history of the two-layer model with noise data, case
(i). From up to bottom, the the ratioR = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% respectively.
Left: the convergent trajectories; Mid: the absolute errors between the
real and computed earthquake hypocenter with respect to iteration steps;
Right: the Wasserstein distance between the real and synthetic earthquake
signals with respect to iteration steps. The magenta square is the initial
hypocenter, the magenta diamond denotes the hypocenter in the iterative
process, and the black pentagram is the real hypocenter.
Table 5. The two-layer model with noise data, case (i). The smallest
misfit value, the corresponding iteration step k∗ and the location error.
R k∗ The misfit value The location error (km)
5% 9 3.74× 10−3 7.80× 10−2
10% 3 1.37× 10−2 3.10× 10−1
15% 10 3.44× 10−2 4.08× 10−1
20% 12 4.45× 10−2 2.85× 10−1
mantle. The earthquake may occur in any of these areas. Taking into account the complex
velocity structure, it is much difficult to locate earthquake. In the simulating domain
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Figure 8. Convergence history of the two-layer model with noise data,
case (ii). From up to bottom, the the ratio R = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%
respectively. Left: the convergent trajectories; Mid: the absolute errors
between the real and computed earthquake hypocenter with respect to iter-
ation steps; Right: the Wasserstein distance between the real and synthetic
earthquake signals with respect to iteration steps. The magenta square is
the initial hypocenter, the magenta diamond denotes the hypocenter in the
iterative process, and the black pentagram is the real hypocenter.
Table 6. The two-layer model with noise data, case (ii). The smallest
misfit value, the corresponding iteration step k∗ and the location error.
R k∗ The misfit value The location error (km)
5% 15 4.33× 10−3 1.42× 10−1
10% 6 1.06× 10−2 2.02× 10−1
15% 3 1.76× 10−2 2.31× 10−2
20% 3 3.55× 10−2 2.22× 10−1
Ω = [0, 200km]× [0, 200km], the wave speed is
c(x, z) =

5.5, 0 < z ≤ 33 + 5 sin pix
40
,
7.8, 33 + 5 sin pix
40
< z ≤ 45 + 0.4x,
7.488, 45 + 0.4x < z ≤ 60 + 0.4x,
8.268, 60 + 0.4x < z ≤ 85 + 0.4x,
7.8, others.
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Figure 9. Illustration of the subduction plate model. The read triangles
indicate the receivers.
Table 7. The subduction plate model: the horizontal positions of re-
ceivers, with unit ‘km’.
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
xr 21 33 39 58 68 74 86 98 126 132 158 197
with unit ‘km/s’. There are 12 randomly distributed receivers ηr = (xr, zr) on the surface
zr = 0 km. In Table 7, we output their horizontal positions. This velocity models is
illustrated in Figure 9. The dominant frequency of the earthquake is f0 = 2Hz and the
simulating time interval I = [0, 55 s].
First, consider the ideal situation that there is no data noise. We investigate the cast
that the earthquake occurs in the crust but the initial hypocenter of the earthquake is
chosen in the subduction zone, and its contrary case. Their parameters are selected as
follows
(i) ξT = (124.694 km, 26.762 km), τT = 5.00 s, ξ = (58.056 km, 88.985 km), τ = 6.79 s;
(ii) ξT = (58.056 km, 88.985 km), τT = 6.79 s, ξ = (124.694 km, 26.762 km), τ = 5.00 s.
The convergent trajectories, absolute errors of the earthquake hypocenter and the Wasser-
stein distance are output in Figure 10. From which, we can observe nice convergence
property of the new method.
We next consider the signal containing noise. We select the same parameters (i) and
(ii). The noise is added to the real earthquake signals in the same way as in Subsection
4.1. In Figure 11, the real earthquake signal with noise dr(t) and the noise free signal
u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ) are presented. In order to reduce the impact of noise, it is necessary
and reasonable to select a time window that contains the main part of u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ).
Moreover, the technique proposed in Remark 5 and the modified LMF method (Algorithm
2) are also applied here. In Figure 12-13, we output the convergent history. As discussed
in the previous Subsection, the location errors and the misfit functions oscillate due to the
noise effect. Thus, it is impossible to get accurate location results. A reasonable choice
is to select the iteration step k∗ which corresponds to the smallest value of the misfit
function. These values are output in Table 8-9. From which, we can see the location
results are more satisfying by the new model and method.
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Figure 10. Convergence history of the subduction plate model. Up for
case (i), and Down for case (ii). Left: the convergent trajectories; Mid:
the absolute errors between the real and computed earthquake hypocenter
with respect to iteration steps; Right: the Wasserstein distance between the
real and synthetic earthquake signals with respect to iteration steps. The
magenta square is the initial hypocenter, the magenta diamond denotes the
hypocenter in the iterative process, and the black pentagram is the real
hypocenter.
Figure 11. Illustration of signal with noise in the subduction plate
model. The signal with noise dr(t) (blue line) and the noise free sig-
nal u(ηr, t; ξT , τT ) for receiver r = 4. The horizontal axis is the time t.
Up: parameters (i); Down: parameters (ii); From left to right, the ratio
R = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% respectively.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we apply the quadratic Wasserstein metric to the earthquake location
problem. The numerical evidence suggests that the convexity of the misfit function with
respect to the earthquake hypocenter and origin time, which is based on the quadratic
Wasserstein metric, is much better than the one based on the L2 metric. This makes it
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Figure 12. Convergence history of the subduction plate model with noise
data, case (i). From up to bottom, the the ratio R = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%
respectively. Left: the convergent trajectories; Mid: the absolute errors
between the real and computed earthquake hypocenter with respect to iter-
ation steps; Right: the Wasserstein distance between the real and synthetic
earthquake signals with respect to iteration steps. The magenta square is
the initial hypocenter, the magenta diamond denotes the hypocenter in the
iterative process, and the black pentagram is the real hypocenter.
Table 8. The subduction plate mode with noise data, case (i). The small-
est misfit value, the corresponding iteration step k∗ and the location error.
R k∗ The misfit value The location error (km)
5% 4 4.49× 10−1 5.41× 10−2
10% 15 5.67× 10−1 3.96× 10−1
15% 6 4.15× 10−1 3.93× 10−1
20% 12 4.45× 10−1 1.24× 10−1
possible to accurately locate the earthquakes even starting from very far initial values.
Besides, since the misfit function is close to the quadratic function, the LMF method
could be a good choice to solve the resulted optimization problem. According to our
numerical tests, the LMF method has obvious advantages over the GN method and the
BFGS method. When the original signal is affected by noise, we make a little modification
of the quadratic Wasserstein metric based misfit function and the LMF method. In all the
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Figure 13. Convergence history of the subduction plate model with noise
data, case (ii). From up to bottom, the the ratio R = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%
respectively. Left: the convergent trajectories; Mid: the absolute errors
between the real and computed earthquake hypocenter with respect to iter-
ation steps; Right: the Wasserstein distance between the real and synthetic
earthquake signals with respect to iteration steps. The magenta square is
the initial hypocenter, the magenta diamond denotes the hypocenter in the
iterative process, and the black pentagram is the real hypocenter.
Table 9. The subduction plate mode with noise data, case (ii). The small-
est misfit value, the corresponding iteration step k∗ and the location error.
R k∗ The misfit value The location error (km)
5% 7 8.56× 10−3 2.40× 10−1
10% 19 2.70× 10−2 2.92× 10−1
15% 6 4.96× 10−2 2.10× 10−1
20% 18 7.64× 10−2 5.99× 10−1
numerical experiments, the location errors are smaller than 1 km. These location results,
according to our best knowledge, are pretty good.
We also need to point out that, since both the real and synthetic signals have been
normalized, it is not possible to determine the amplitude of the seismogram at source.
To deal with this difficulty, we may need to introduce the unbalanced optimal transport
theory [4, 5]. Moreover, the techniques developed in this paper may be applicable to
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the inversion of many micro-earthquakes [20, 30]. We are currently working on these
interesting topics and hope to report these in subsequent papers.
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